
Cookies on this website
This website uses cookies. We use cookies to personalize content and ads, to
provide social media features and to analyze our traffic. Information about your use
of our site may be shared with our social media, advertising, and analytics partners.
They may combine this data with other information you’ve provided or that they’ve
collected from your use of their services. To know more on how Air Cargo Green
Capabilities processes your personal data and manages the cookies on its websites
please consult our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy.

Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's
experience more efficient.

The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary
for the operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission.

This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party
services that appear on our pages.

You can at any time change or withdraw your consent from the Cookie Declaration
on our website.

Learn more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we process
personal data in our Privacy Policy.

Please state your consent ID and date when you contact us regarding your consent.

Your consent applies to the following domains: aircgc.com

Necessary (9)

Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page
navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function
properly without these cookies.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

__RequestVerificationTok
en

aircgc.com Helps prevent
Cross-Site Request

Session HTTP
Cookie



Forgery (CSRF)
attacks.

__VASTUtil__ amp.azure.net Necessary for the
implementation of
video-content on the
website.

Persistent HTML
Local
Storage

ARRAffinity aircgc.com Used to distribute traffic
to the website on
several servers in order
to optimise response
times.

Session HTTP
Cookie

ARRAffinitySameSite aircgc.com Used to distribute traffic
to the website on
several servers in order
to optimise response
times.

Session HTTP
Cookie

ASP.NET_SessionId aircgc.com Preserves the visitor's
session state across
page requests.

Session HTTP
Cookie

rc::a Google This cookie is used to
distinguish between
humans and bots. This
is beneficial for the
website, in order to
make valid reports on
the use of their website.

Persistent HTML
Local
Storage

https://policies.google.com/privacy


rc::c Google This cookie is used to
distinguish between
humans and bots.

Session HTML
Local
Storage

stg_debug aircgc.com Checks whether a
technical
debugger-cookie is
present.

Session HTTP
Cookie

Statistics (9)

Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with
websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

__qca Quantcast Collects data on the user's
visits to the website, such
as the number of visits,
average time spent on the
website and what pages
have been loaded with the
purpose of generating
reports for optimising the
website content.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.quantcast.com/privacy/


__qca Issuu Collects data on the user's
visits to the website, such
as the number of visits,
average time spent on the
website and what pages
have been loaded with the
purpose of generating
reports for optimising the
website content.

Persistent HTML
Local
Storage

_dlt [x2] Quantcast Sets a unique ID for the
session. This allows the
website to obtain data on
visitor behaviour for
statistical purposes.

1 day HTTP
Cookie

_pk_id# Piwik Pro Collects statistics on the
user's visits to the website,
such as the number of
visits, average time spent
on the website and what
pages have been read.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

_pk_ses# Piwik Pro Used by Piwik Analytics
Platform to track page
requests from the visitor
during the session.

1 day HTTP
Cookie

https://issuu.com/legal/privacy
https://www.quantcast.com/privacy/
https://piwik.pro/privacy-policy/
https://piwik.pro/privacy-policy/


msd365mkttrs Azure Registers statistical data on
users' behaviour on the
website. Used for internal
analytics by the website
operator.

Session HTTP
Cookie

ppms_privacy_#GUID
#

Piwik Pro Determines whether the
user has accepted the
cookie consent box.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

qcSes Issuu Collects data on the user's
visits to the website, such
as the number of visits,
average time spent on the
website and what pages
have been loaded with the
purpose of generating
reports for optimising the
website content.

Session HTML
Local
Storage

Marketing (7)

Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to
display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more
valuable for publishers and third party advertisers.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

#{8}-#{4}-#{4}-#{4
}-#{12}

Microsoft Pending 400 days HTTP
Cookie

https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-us/PrivacyStatement
https://piwik.pro/privacy-policy/
https://issuu.com/legal/privacy
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/privacystatement


iutk Issuu Recognises the user's
device and what Issuu
documents have been
read.

Session HTTP
Cookie

mc Quantcast Collects data on the user's
visits to the website, such
as what pages have been
loaded. The registered
data is used for targeted
ads.

13 months HTTP
Cookie

msd365mkttr Azure Collects information on
user behaviour on multiple
websites. This information
is used in order to optimize
the relevance of
advertisement on the
website.

Session HTTP
Cookie

stg_externalRefe
rrer

Piwik Pro Registers how the user has
reached the website to
enable pay-out of referral
commission fees to
partners.

Session HTTP
Cookie

https://issuu.com/legal/privacy
https://www.quantcast.com/privacy/
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-us/PrivacyStatement
https://piwik.pro/privacy-policy/


totalCalls amp.azure.net Used in context with
video-advertisement. The
cookie limits the number of
times a user is shown the
same advertisement. The
cookie is also used to
ensure relevance of the
video-advertisement to the
specific user.

Persistent HTML
Local
Storage

totalCallsTimeout amp.azure.net Used in context with
video-advertisement. The
cookie limits the number of
times a user is shown the
same advertisement. The
cookie is also used to
ensure relevance of the
video-advertisement to the
specific user.

Persistent HTML
Local
Storage


